
Global Cyber Security Funding more than doubles

in a year

This year has been a strong one for funding of cyber security

companies globally. At $9bn, global H1 2021 funding for cyber is

greater than last year’s record figure of $7.8bn for the whole of 2020

and more than doubles on H1 2020’s figure of $4.4bn.

Accelerated by the digital transformation of companies due to the

COVID19 pandemic in 2020, the race to beat a new generation of

cyber attacks through funding of innovative firms is stronger than ever.

Republican National Committee (RNC) Contractor

hacked

In a breach which was done through IT vendor Synnex, Russian state-

back cyber crime group Cozy Bear was reportedly able to access the

data of the US RNC1. Cozy Bear, also known as APT29 to the US

Federal Government, is also suspected of hacking and stealing the

Democratic National Committee’s emails in 2016 ahead of that year’s

election and is linked to the SolarWinds hack earlier this year which led

to the breach of federal and corporate email systems.

Whilst the RNC is the only publicised client victim of the hack, access

was also attempted for an unknown number of other customer

applications within the Microsoft cloud environment. RNC officials claim

they had blocked all access from Synnex accounts as soon as they

were aware of the hack and deny that their own data was breached. An

investigation involving law enforcement and Microsoft is ongoing to

quantify the extent of the attack.

Software provider breached, hackers demand $70m

Businesses across the world were hit in a widespread ransomware

“supply chain” attack by Russian-speaking cyber crime group REvil

over the independence day weekend. Through infiltrating IT software

provider Kaseya, REvil was able to spread infected software to at least

40 client MSPs. The ransomware was then spread to an unknown

number of those firms’ clients. An early search by Huntress Labs

estimated that about 200 firms were affected. However, this also
includes 500 Coop supermarkets in Sweden. REvil claims that 1 million systems have been infected.

The total number is yet unconfirmed, but Adam Meyers, Senior VP of CrowdStrike, warned “what we

are seeing now in terms of victims is likely just the tip of the iceberg.”

The group has since demanded $70M in Bitcoin for a universal decryption tool which they claim

would remove the ransomware from all devices. The price of system ransoms, along with complexity

of attacks, has risen exponentially in recent years and businesses will require new solutions to

protect themselves from such liabilities.

As of 14 July 2021, all REvil websites on the dark web have gone offline. BBC Analyst Joe Tidy

spoke to an alleged affiliate of the gang who said that the “Feds” were responsible for the website

being taken down and that there was also pressure from the Kremlin. Although this signifies a shift in

Russian policy away from allowing cyber gangs to operate freely, they also stated that they have no

intention of stopping: “take one away, more will rise.”
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Rise in Ransomware attacks puts pressure on insurers

With the rise in ransomware and other cyber security attacks being a key digital trend in recent

years, having proper cyber security cover, once perhaps overlooked, has become a necessity for

any business attempting to operate in 2021. Premiums are up 30-40% YOY, but in some extreme

cases they have quadrupled. Such a sharp rise in premiums poses new opportunities to insurers

wishing to underwrite a new wave of risks for their clients.

However, new business is not for free. Q1 2021 saw over 90% of insurers report an increase in

demand for cover, whilst 73% also reported capacity reductions. In the previous year, the cyber

security insurance industry saw a loss ratio of 73% on £1.6bn on premiums, with the largest insurers

either breaking even or worse. For the foreseeable future, businesses which have not invested into

appropriate cyber defences will be prone to ever-increasing insurance premiums (and of course

greater data loss risk). Insurers will need to navigate the challenges brought around by cyber crime

groups such as REvil and Cozy Bear to stay profitable in this expansive industry.

Source: FT, 2021


